
On Tuesday, May 24, 2022, in Wheeling, WV at the annual WV AWWA Annual Conference, Todd Bennett was
recognized with the AWWA's 2022 George Fuller Award for the WV Section. The award, voted on by industry
peers, is "presented annually by the American Water Works Association to the sections' selected members for
their distinguished service to the water supply field in commemoration of sound engineering skill, brilliant
diplomatic talent, and constructive leadership which characterized the life of George Warren Fuller," according
to awwa.org. 

The Fuller Award is a prestigious honor within the water industry and is only given to those recipients deemed
to have gone over-and-above the call of duty in their service to the AWWA and in their contribution to the field.
Todd is the third of three current CITCO Water employees to have received the honor. Previous CITCO
honorees include Ed Morrison, President, and Vince McComas, Contractor Sales Manager. 

Todd began his career at CITCO as an Engineering Assistant to Alan Morrison and Randy Clark in January  of
1997. Just a few years into the job, Todd was promoted to manager of CITCO's Engineered Products division,
where he managed vendor relationships, project design, and quotes for engineer and contractor customers.
 
During the last 10 years Todd has been instrumental in the transition to CITCO's third generation of leadership.
Currently, Todd is the Brand Manager for both the Integrated Tech and CITCO Repair brands at CITCO Water.
Todd is also a valued board member of the CITCO+One Foundation, the 501c3 charitable arm of CITCO
Water, where his industry expertise and altruistic disposition have played an instrumental role in many of the
foundation's projects and partnerships.
 
CITCO Water’s Integrated Tech business has grown under Todd’s leadership and Todd has also been a major
catalyst in revamping the CITCO Repair brand over the last 14 months. A veteran member of the CITCO Water
team, Todd now relishes investing in the next generation of leaders, just as Clark and Morrison did for him.
More important than his many achievements at CITCO Water, Todd is a loving and devoted husband and
father. He resides in Hurricane, WV with his wife, Rebecca, and his three children Grace, Kate, and Zach.
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